




· Infinity of ways to describe it, just one to feel it · ⎭ Feel the water
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For Systempool the concept of the bathroom goes beyond 

the traditional. Besides its conventional usage Systempool 

conceives the bathroom as a sanctuary, a place to escape 

from the stresses of daily life, a place to unwind and enjoy 

the healing properties of water. The bathroom becomes a ge-

nuine element of design, created with only the most modern 

and advanced materials.

NATURE INSPIRATION

PURE WELLNESS
 

SENSORIAL INNOVATION

CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS



   

⎭ Nature Inspiration

Nature has always been a major source of inspiration in crea-
ting our products, using and adapting natural shapes to be-
come a part of our daily lives, and is the basis for the shape 
and concept of the Módul series. With graceful lines that are 
a pure, sophisticated reflection of the simplicity of nature, fir-
mly based on the philosophy of ‘less is more,’ it transmits a 
sensation of peace derived from its minimalist design, using 
less material and making it more ecological. The use of 100% 
recyclable KRION®, free from volatile compounds, endorses 
System-pool’s firm commitment to protect nature. KRION® is 
an easy-to-repair material that can always be returned to its 
original appearance, increasing the useful life of the product 
and reducing the need for replacement, thereby complying 
with the durability conditions recommended by international 

environmental guidelines.
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MODUL bathroom series. Based on straight, mini-
malist lines it offers a seductive appearance that is 
both practical and economical. The different ele-
ments in the series are made of KRION® Stone, 
with the structural fixtures in steel to provide the 
necessary stiffness for the different configurations. 
This formal and technical solution suffuses the ba-
throom with a sensation  of lightness and clarity.

The Modul series consists of baths, shower trays, 
countertops with integrated washbasin, countertop 
washbasins, washbasins, handbasins and a series 
of accessories offering a wide range of configura-
tions. The steel frames are available in a black or 
chrome finish. The exterior finishes of the wash-
basins and baths are available in different colours: 
black, pearl grey, coral or taupe. The marked con-
trast between the interior in white KRION® Stone 
and the exterior in different colours creates an at-
tractive interplay that further enhances the appeal 
of this series.

NATURE 
INSPIRATION
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Módul baths
Free standing baths in KRION® Stone, with 
a light, symmetrical appearance. Their sha-
pes offer a wide range of possibilities when 
designing bathrooms, allowing them to be 
installed either as free standing or recessed 
baths, without using a frame. The free stan-
ding version is available in two versions, with 
a KRION® Stone panel forming a single volu-
me in the same material, or with a steel frame 
available in black or chrome finishes.

Versions:
Bath with KRION® Stone panel (1590x750)
Bath with frame - towel rail (1700x800)

Módul shower trays
Included as a part of the Módul range of pro-
ducts as an alternative or complement to the 
baths, we offer shower trays made of KRION® 
Stone, featuring the pure lines that characteri-
se this series, with an asymmetrical basin and 
rim. 

Versions:
Rectangular (120x80, 120x90, 140x80, 
140x90, 150x90, 160x90)
Square (80x80, 90x90)
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Módul countertops with integrated washbasin and 
countertop washbasin 
Ensemble consisting of a KRION® Stone washbasin with a stainless steel frame, 
available in wall hung or floor standing versions, as well as in black or chrome finish. 
The combination of these two elements provides a series of light, functional and 
versatile washbasins, available in a wide range of shapes and formats.

Versions:
Wall hung washbasin with optional towel rail 
Countertop with frame and shelf 
Countertop with countertop washbasin, with optional towel rail or frame and shelf.

Modul handbasins
Focusing on ergonomics, practicality and appearance, the Módul series is comple-
ted with a range of handbasins in KRION® Stone, wall hung and with countertop-
mounted taps. 

Módul handbasin and washbasin models offer all of the exclusive features of 
KRION® in a series with a wide range of formats and configurations, and an 
emphasis on functionality.

Versions:
Wall hung handbasin
Wall hung washbasin – optional pedestal
Free standing washbasin
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The SILKE range of shower enclosures has been conceived with pure, 

minimalist lines, focusing on a geometry that combines design and 

technology using materials such as aluminium and glass, to create 

welcoming spaces full of lightness and clarity.
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It is fitted with thermostatic taps that con-

trol three functions: fixed shower, side 

shower and hand shower.

Systempool presents a hydromassage column with all of the 
technology required to turn our daily shower into a truly enjo-
yable experience. With a unique, personal style, it perfectly 
combines technology and functionality. 

Using its LCD screen, it is easy to control features such 
as its light, FM radio, MP3/USB player and aromatherapy 
function. The column is made of stainless steel, and is avai-
lable in two finishes: gloss or matt stainless steel. 

It is equipped with  thermostatic taps that control three diffe-
rent functions: showerhead, side shower and hand shower
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LIGHT uses a simple technology to generate
white light using the water flow without the
need of electric supply. An economical, effi-
cient and functional solution for everyday use. 
It is available in 300mm size in both round and 
square shape, also with different installation 
options.
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Finishes

Formats

Technical information Technical information

Finishes

Finishes

Finishes

Formats

Formats

Formats

1590 x 750 1700 x 800

ChromeBlackKRION® 
Stone

KRION® Stone

800 x 450

1200 x 450

1600 x 450

300 x 270

550 x 270

KRION® Stone

KRION® Stone

KRION® Stone

800 x 450 Right

800 x 450 Left

1200 x 450 Right

1200 x 450 Left

1600 x 450

Frame with towel rack, 800 
LEFT/RIGHT

Frame with towel rack,  1200 
LEFT/RIGHT

Unit shelf, 800

Frame with towel rack,   1600

Unit shelf, 1200

Unit shelf, 1600

340 x 410

500 x 350 Right

500 x 350 Left

340x410 590x410 320x160

590 x 410800 x 410

1200 x 410

500 x 500

Finishes

Formats

Finishes

Formats

Modul worktop

Modul On Top

Modul Bath

Modul free + Modul pedestal 

Modul hand basins

Modul accessories

Grey Black

Grey BlackKRION® Stone

Grey BlackKRION® Stone
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Technical information

Light Radio + 
mp3 audio

Shower Side shower Fixed shower Aromatherapy

Control panel TouchThermostatic taps Radio + mp3Essences

Gloss Inox

Gloss Inox

Mat inox

1000h x 580 x 270

Filo Opal

TR Transparent

Chrome

Technical information

Simple shelf KRION® Stone 15x15

80x80
90x90

120x80 
120x90
140x80
140x90
150x90
160x90

030 30X30

Double shelf KRION® Stone 30x15 Triple shelf KRION® Stone 45x15

KRION® Stone Soap dish 15x15 KRION® Stone Glass 15x15 Frame for accessories

Profiles

Glass Functions

Glass designs

Equipment 

Glass designsGlass designs

Finishes Finishes

Finishes

Formats Formats

Formats

KRION® Stone

Modul / Shower trays and Accesories Light

Look

Look

Silke

Silke

SHOWER BATHTUBS

2 WALLS 3 WALLS 3 WALLS 2 WALLS 

SILKE 4 SILKE 9C SILKE 5 SILKE 9 SILKE 9/9 SILKE 9B SILKE 9/9B SILKE 9BC SILKE 5B

70 120 70 120 150 150 150 150 70

75 130 75 130 160 160 160 160 75

80 140 80 140 170 170 170 170 80

90 150 90 150 180 180 180 180 85

100 160 160 190 90

110 170 170

120 180 180

USB

45
.3 

45

�
4.

3

�3��

�
5

� ����

45
.3

H 1/2”

15

300x300

94
.3

45



   

⎭ Sensorial Innovation

Discovering all of the sensations, wellbeing and relaxation that water can 
provide is the premise behind the design of the different shower compo-
nents in the TOUCH series: an integrated shower column or individual 

control panel, with wall mounted or ceiling mounted shower roses. 

⎭
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A new concept aimed at taking control over water 
to delight the senses, with the latest and most com-
plete technology, offering different programmes to 
satisfy your needs at any given moment: Balancing, 
Relaxing, Energising, or the possibility to manua-
lly control the shower modes, water temperature, 
Chromotherapy, aromatherapy and music or radio. 
All mounted on a KRION® surface including a simple, 
intuitive touch control panel, providing the TOUCH 
series with the very highest level of technology and 
aesthetic sophistication, to enjoy to the maximum all 
of the pleasures that water can provide.

SENSORIAL
INNOVATION
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Technical information

Wall mounted shower rose 

Wall mounted control panel

Shower rose

Equipment 

Handshower     Side shower Fixed shower Chromotherapy AromatherapyRadio + bluetooth

1180 x 300 480 x 300500 x 180

440 x 440

Shower column

KRION®

KRION®

Touch screen 

Wall mounted 
shower rose

Shower rose

Radio + bluetoothEssences

Versions 

440

44
0

48
0

300

Functions

Finishes

Formats

Technical information

Shower column

300 480

11
80

500
50

18
0

79,8

440 x 440

Wall mounted 
control panel



   

All of the style and beauty of the Belle Epoque returns in combina-
tion with the simplicity and practicality of modern times, in a refined, 
classic look. Its elegant appeal features warm, flowing lines, offering 
an emotive, more human design,  the ideal solution for creating 

spaces overflowing with personality.

⎭ Contemporary Classics
⎭
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CONTEMPORARY CLASSICS
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Classical elegance bursts back onto the scene, blending in 

with the simplicity and practicality dictated by the present 

and the future. The Epoque series includes a freestanding 

bathtub (180x80) and countertop washbasin (47x35) offering 

the unique features of Systempool’s hallmark KRION® Stone 

solid surface material. An essentially formal core and a look 

back at a more opulent past; reinterpreting exclusivity with 

the most forward-looking material

of the day: KRION® Stone.
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The ICON shower column series combines 
and improves the aesthetic and functional 
qualities of different models. They are made 
of chrome coated brass, and equipped either 
with thermostatic taps or single lever taps for 
showers or baths. Economy, efficiency and 
functionality make this series the ideal accom-
paniment for your daily shower. 
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The new YOVE shower enclosure series features a design 
based on pure, simple l ines. A single horizontal bar is the 
only element required to sl ide the door open and closed, 
which is both practical and  helps to save space. This alumi-
nium section has a high-gloss finish in different formats and 
dimensions, to adapt to the space required by the user.
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The LAND shower tray, in a NEW STONE FINISH

The firmly consolidated LAND range of 
shower trays now features a new STONE 
version, with a matt, granite stone texture 
in white, graphite, grey, beige and taupe.

Land Stone has been created in respon-
se to new demands in terms of design and 
performance, with a new natural stone fi-
nish offering one of the most demanded 
features in bathroom fixtures today, a class 
3 certif ied non-slip surface, without affec-
ting its pleasant texture.

A new angular format has been created with 
this new natural stone texture, available in 
80x80 and 90x90 sizes in the different co-
lours used for this shower tray series.

Land

Land Stone
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Technical information

LAND STONE
100 x 75 - 3h 120 x 75 - 3h 150 x 75 - 3h 180 x 75 - 3h 210 x 75 - 3h
100 x 80 - 3h 120 x 80 - 3h 150 x 80 - 3h 180 x 80 - 3h 210 x 80 - 3h
100 x 90 - 3h 120 x 90 - 3h 150 x 90 - 3h 180 x 90 - 3h 210 x 90 - 3h
100 x 100 - 3h 120 x 100 - 3h 150 x 100 - 3h 180 x 100 - 3h 210 x 100 - 3h

LAND
100 x 75 - 3h 120 x 75 - 3h 150 x 75 - 3h 180 x 75 - 3h 210 x 75 - 3h
100 x 80 - 3h 120 x 80 - 3h 150 x 80 - 3h 180 x 80 - 3h 210 x 80 - 3h
100 x 90 - 3h 120 x 90 - 3h 150 x 90 - 3h 180 x 90 - 3h 210 x 90 - 3h
100 x 100 - 3h 120 x 100 - 3h 150 x 100 - 3h 180 x 100 - 3h 210 x 100 - 3h

LAND STONE CORNER

80 x 80 - 3h+

90 x 90 - 3h

WIDTH LENGTH
100-70 210-76

WIDTH LENGTH
80 cm 80 cm
90 cm 90 cm

BeigeWhite Graphite  Grey Taupe

Beige

Beige

White

White

Graphite  

Graphite  

Grey

Grey

Taupe

Taupe

Filo Opal

TR Transparent

Profiles

Aluminium

KRION® 
Stone

Natural 
ash

KRION® 
Stone

KRION® 
Stone

Fixed showerShower Bathtub

SHOWER MIX

Mixer taps 
Square

Mixer taps 
Round

Thermostatic 
taps Square

Thermostatic 
taps Round

Mixer taps 
Square

Mixer taps 
Round

Thermostatic 
taps Square

Thermostatic 
taps Round

Technical information

SHOWER BATHTUB

2 WALLS 3 WALLS 2 WALLS 3 WALLS 

YOVE 4 YOVE 5 YOVE 9C YOVE 6 YOVE 9 YOVE 9/9 YOVE 9+ YOVE 5B YOVE 9B C YOVE 9B YOVE 9B C

70 70 100 80 100 150 140 70 140 140 150

75 75 110 90 110 160 150 75 150 150 160

80 80 120 100 120 170 160 80 160 160 170

90 90 130 130 180 170 90 170 170 180

100 140 140 180 180 180 190

110 150 150 190 190

120 160 160

140 170 170

180 180

Epoque

Yove

Yove

Icon

Land 

Land 

Glass designs

Glass

Finishes

Formats

Glass designsGlass designs Land

Land Stone

Land Stone

Functions Finishes

Formats

Chrome

Extensible



   

⎭ Pure Wellness
⎭

The natural dominion of water. Since ancient times, water has pla-
yed an essential role, as a key factor in leisure and hygiene, in our 

quest for pleasure, relaxation and wellbeing.
Pure Wellness from System-Pool has been created to recover all of 
the vital importance of water and to delight the senses. A quest for 

sensations to relax and purify both body and mind.
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In the search for the dynamic possibilities of water, 
nature is always an unavoidable reference, in the 
same way as it is for the very essence of huma-
nity. Who has never wanted to stand beneath a 
waterfall as it cascades over your body? The Pure 
Wellness range offers new, more natural sensa-
tions, reproducing the effects of a natural waterfall 
with a cascade, rain showerhead, overhead jet, 
chromotherapy, aromatherapy and functions pro-
gramming, all aimed at stimulating the senses that 
condition and determine our quality of life.

PURE
WELLNESS
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SPA with straight, pure lines, with an acrylic shell in gloss white or cameo colour. Measuring

214x214 cm, and 210x210cm built in, it includes for the cabinet side panels in black or white

acrylic, or teak wood, which combine with the leather-upholstered lounger. Its hydromassage

equipment consists of 20 air jets and 18 intense water jets. it is also equipped with advanced

SYTEK electronics, which includes different hydromassage programmes, chromotheraphy,

radio and MP3 by USB connection
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In the search for the dynamic possibil i t ies of water, nature is always an unavoidable reference, in the same way as 
it is for the very essence of humanity. Who has never wanted to stand beneath a waterfal l as it cascades over your 
body? SEASONS NATURE offers new, more natural sensations, reproducing the effects of a natural waterfal l with 
a cascade, rain showerhead, overhead jet, chromotherapy and aromatherapy in different functions. The new WALL 
version of SEASONS NATURE can be wall mounted, thus using less space and allowing its seamless integration in 
the bathroom.

SEASONS and SEASONS WELLNESS PANEL.
The SEASONS and SEASONS WELLNESS tap and hydromassage panels combine pure, sophis-
ticated l ines in perfect harmony with the rest of the elements in the SEASONS range; a reference 
in its own right in the world of bathrooms.   
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Technical information Technical information

AromatherapyCascade ChromotherapyShower rain Full shower

Gloss 
Inox

Gloss 
Inox

Gloss 
Inox

Side shower AromatherapyCascade ChromotherapyShower rain Full shower Shower

Seasons 420 Seasons 600 Seasons Nature Seasons Nature Wall

Head rest

x4

Mantenance kitGrey pool cover 
V4

Thermic pool cover 
V4 blue

Beige pool cover 
V4

ENJOY “S” grey 
headrest

ENJOY “S” white 
headrest

ENJOY “S” black 
headrest

Black pool cover 
V4

SPA bottom 
telescopic cleaner

PACIFIC 2M black benchPACIFIC 1M black bench PACIFIC 2 steps stairs 
0,6 black

White

Black acrylicWhite acrylicTeka Wood

SPA MUSIC SPA MUSIC

Cameo

   

4 PERSONS

213,5

213,5

82,5

SEASONS NATURE WALL PACIFIC V4

PACIFIC V4

SEASONS WELLNESS PANEL

SEASONS WELLNESS PANEL ACCESSORIES

Functions

Accessories

Interior finished

Equipment

Exterior finished

Outdoor

Outdoor

Outdoor

Indoor

Indoor

Indoor

Functions

Finishes

With jets Without jets

EquipmentEquipment

With jetsWith jets Without jetsWithout jets

PACIFIC V4
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⎭ Feel the water



   

SYSTEMPOOL reserves the right to modify and/or discontinue certain models featured in this catalogue without 
prior notice. The products’ colour may vary slightly in relation to the originals. The settings displayed in this 
catalogue are interior designs presented for advertising purposes. In real situations, the installation instructions 

published by SYSTEMPOOL must be followed.




